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Editorial Notes

For two reasons, this edition of SACJ is far later than it ought to have been. The first reason is that there have been some personnel changes in the editorial team. Lucas Introna, having continued for some time as IS editor after transferring to London, asked to be relieved of his duties. Niek du Plooy has kindly agreed to fulfill this role in a temporary capacity until a suitable replacement for Lucas can be found. Due to work pressure, Riel Smit has also withdrawn as production editor, and has been replaced by John Botha. SACJ owes the two retired members a huge debt of gratitude. During his period of tenure, Lucas did sterling work in setting and maintaining a solid standard for IS contributions. Riel put SACJ on a \LaTeX{} path, and has laboured diligently to produce an aesthetically pleasing product. Thanks are also due to Niek and John for their willingness to take over in their respective roles. Until further notice, IS contributors may forward their submissions directly to Niek at his address given on the front inside cover. I shall put successful authors in touch with John for further instructions regarding final preparation of their manuscripts.

The second reason for a delay in this edition has to do with authors who have not scrupulously followed guidelines for producing their final submissions. There have been a variety of problems ranging from missing citations and inappropriate production of figures to incompatible electronic file submissions. All of this, coupled with our new production editor (who—despite an extremely busy schedule—has valiantly climbed a steep \LaTeX{} learning curve) has resulted in an edition that should have been out to press several weeks earlier.

The editorial team will be giving attention to the general matter of format and submission procedures in future. SACJ's citation and reference methods are somewhat archaic and will probably be revised. All the necessary information will be provided on the new SACJ web site at www.cs.up.ac.za/sacj/. The site will also contain abstracts of articles in this and future editions.

These are times of conflicting stresses on both the academic and industrial IT communities. They are being felt somewhat more acutely in Southern Africa (and presumably in other developing countries) than in the developed world. Internationally there is a tendency to cut back on state financing of universities and a seemingly insatiable demand for IT graduates. Many companies snap up new graduates at attractive salaries, positively discouraging full-time postgraduate studies. International recruitment agencies scour the South African scene for qualified candidates, luring some of our most promising young professionals out of the country. Job-hopping, a drift from academia to industry and from local industry to USA or European industry seems to be the order of the day. Despite the availability of private colleges and institutes, virtual or otherwise, there is a rush of students to university and technikon IT departments, all hoping to get at the IT honey-pot. University administrations are struggling to correct the structural deficiencies of the past and to provide IT departments with sufficient resources to cope with demand. As editor of SACJ, I have no particular competence authoritatively to sum up or analyze these tendencies, but it does seem to me desirable that someone ought to do so. Bodies such as SAICSIT, the CSSA, university authorities, IT industry and state representatives ought actively to pursue joint strategies to ensure that our IT departments are properly resourced and that (non-Zuma) measures are taken to retain graduates in the country. It seems almost redundant to attempt to spell out the consequences of inactivity.
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Abstract

Experience in industry suggests that reuse does not happen without retraining, despite the fact that many experienced software engineers accept that reuse ought to be more efficient than coding from scratch. A possible cause of the problem is that traditional computer science courses do not emphasize reuse, but teach skills such as data structures and algorithms in a bottom-up way. Since reuse is meant to simplify programming, this paper argues the case for re-ordering a traditional data structures and algorithms course, using an object-oriented language, so that it starts from abstraction and reuse, and postpones coding from scratch as far as possible. The intention is that reuse should be learnt before other strategies, so coding from scratch does not have to be unlearned before reuse seems natural. The paper presents experience with a restructured abstraction-first course, and proposes that an essential tool for such a strategy is a set of scaled-down libraries and frameworks, designed for teaching. Compared with an earlier C++-based course in which concepts were presented in a different order, more ground was covered, without a major change in the students' results.
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1 Introduction

It is widely recognized that practicing reuse does not happen automatically; some form of re-education is necessary, if programmers have been schooled in more traditional coding styles. This effect is observed even when software engineers accept that reuse is more efficient than coding from scratch [3; 4; 10; 12].

So why is reuse hard? Isn't object-oriented programming, complete with reusable class libraries and frameworks meant to make programming easier?

Brad Cox [8] has gone as far as to propose that almost all programming should be based on reusable object-oriented components.

Is component software to be restricted to user-level components, as in OpenDoc [2], or is Cox right?

Could the problem be in the difficulty in unlearning previously taught non-reuse strategies? If so, shouldn't reuse be the starting point for learning programming concepts, rather than an afterthought at best: something learnt in the workplace, or possibly relegated to a software engineering course later in the curriculum?

Order of learning

Some lessons can be learnt from the early years of structured programming and strong typing. Early Pascal texts for example tended to start with the parts of the language that most resembled FORTRAN, and gradually worked their way around to the "new" features—named types, local variables, procedures and functions with parameters, the use of procedural abstraction to reduce the complexity of code. Gradually, authors came round to the view that procedural abstraction (and to a less extent data abstraction) could and should be developed from the start: procedures and functions moved to Chapter 1, user-defined types appeared early, and monolithic main programs disappeared.

Although object-oriented programming isn't a new concept, its acceptance in the mainstream is still relatively new. Consequently, problems of presentation order in course materials are still likely to be an issue. Thought needs to be put into how to add object-oriented concepts into the curriculum, so graduates will be able to place object-oriented concepts into context in the workplace.

Many C++ books, for example, do not introduce code reuse at all; it's common practice for abstraction mechanisms (classes, templates) to be either introduced late, or purely as ways to implement classes from scratch [7; 9; 11; 16; 18; 20; 22; 24; 25]. Even those who do take a more object-oriented approach tend to introduce implementations of their class libraries early [6].

If reuse really simplifies coding, shouldn't reuse be at the start of any course on object-oriented concepts, with skills such as design and coding from scratch only introduced later? Is leaving these concepts to late in the curriculum, despite the paradigm shift to object-oriented programming, occurring for the same reason as the persistence of a FORTRAN-like mindset in early Pascal books? Perhaps educators find it hard to believe that it is easy or natural to learn concepts in a different order to the order in which they personally encountered the concepts.
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The abstraction-first approach
This paper presents an alternative ordering—called abstraction-first—of concepts in an object-oriented revision of a traditional data structures and algorithms course (presented in the second year of a three-year BSc programme), which aims to develop a reuse habit before other styles of programming are developed. Furthermore, the general approach of the course aims to draw on important software engineering principles in the way the course is designed. For instance, information hiding is employed: language details which are not needed at early stages are not presented until they are needed.

By contrast, the other common approaches—top-down or bottom-up—differ from abstraction-first in where they first tackle implementation from scratch. The abstraction-first approach is closer in spirit to top-down, in that detail is developed later. However, unlike with the top-down approach, the abstraction-first approach starts with emphasis of reusing other people’s abstractions, rather than developing your own.

Data abstraction and algorithms (DAA)
A new object-oriented course using the abstraction-first approach was developed in the Computer Science Department at the University of the Witwatersrand in 1994, with several aims in mind:

- a review of published IEEE/ACM curricula [1] showed that some of our courses should be revised to keep in line with international trends
- the department was introducing a Software Engineering course in the third year of the BSc, and it was considered important that there be some linkages across years
- changes in industry demands for skills in object-oriented languages and design methods required that we introduce object-oriented concepts more strongly (they were previously introduced as part of a third year Programming Languages course)

As with all of our courses, the new object-oriented course, which was called Data Abstraction and Algorithms (DAA), was designed to mesh as far as possible with the rest of the curriculum, so difficult concepts could be treated in more detail each year. For example, algorithm analysis is handled in each year of the degree, and in DAA, the emphasis is on developing the major conceptual tools for algorithm analysis, including the most important proof techniques. Software engineering is also handled in each of three years: in the first year, social and ethical issues are introduced; the second-year DAA course introduces the general concepts of the life cycle without going into detail, and the third year Software Engineering course examines the life cycle in more detail, especially the management issues.

Although a simplistic view of meeting industry demands would have been to adopt the most popular object-oriented language, we chose to focus on concepts, with choice of language dictated more by concerns such as availability of good affordable tools. C++ was the language which most suited the goals of cost and suitable tools at the time, though the language presents some problems with focusing on object-oriented principles.

The course which DAA replaced, Advanced Programming, was presented in Modula-2, and covered much the same ground in terms of data structures and algorithms. However, the time for DAA increased from 7 weeks to 10 weeks to allow space to introduce Software Engineering. We felt it important to explain how concepts like object-oriented programming and algorithm analysis fitted into the broader scheme of things.

Focus of paper: DAA and abstraction first
The discussion in this paper is not however based on transition from Modula-2 to C++, but on improvements in the C++ course, since the change from Modula-2 to C++ introduced too many variables (change in curriculum, change in total time) to make for easy measurement of the effect of the change. The findings presented in this paper relate to differences between the final C++ course and an initial attempt which did not use the abstraction-first approach.

The emphasis in this paper is on the effect of changing to a more reuse oriented strategy, the abstraction-first ordering. Just as later structured programming or Pascal texts [23; 13; 17] started with procedures, user-defined types, and so on, this paper argues that object-oriented texts should be ordered in the way proposed in this paper. Not only is learning reuse early beneficial in introducing an increasingly important aspect of real-world software engineering practice into the classroom, but if reuse and more particularly abstraction are truly valuable tools, a reuse-oriented approach could potentially make learning easier. Furthermore, basing the course on reuse makes it possible to structure introduction of the language in such a way that more difficult constructs such as loops are introduced later. Even for students with prior exposure to programming, deferring difficult concepts may be of benefit.

The abstraction-first ordering is pursued as follows in the DAA course. Students are initially introduced to the idea of abstraction, starting from real-world examples (e.g., how a bus can be viewed at different levels of abstraction), and then a virtual machine such as a good user interface design (the Apple Macintosh is used as an example, since that is the equipment used for DAA). The next step is to introduce object-oriented code as a way of building programs from building blocks, rather than from scratch. The next level of complication is the idea of incomplete types, in the form of templates—which are introduced through a library of container classes. Once the essential idea of classes and objects is established, libraries and frameworks can be introduced. Only after the major concepts are in place is programming in C++ introduced, starting from programming almost entirely using reusable components.
Once this background is built up, it becomes possible to branch out to design decisions: object-oriented design is introduced (with emphasis on working from a design), along with test strategies, algorithm analysis and methods of choosing data structures. By the time detailed algorithm analysis has been introduced, the students have been thoroughly exposed to the reuse ideology, and algorithm analysis is shown to be important in choosing the right reusable code, before its use in designing algorithms from scratch. To fit in with the intent of contextualising the course in the bigger picture of software engineering, algorithm analysis and data structure analysis are presented in the context of working out a design—though design methods and further detail of the software life cycle are deferred to the third-year course on Software Engineering.

Towards the end of the course, algorithm analysis becomes a springboard for presenting principles of designing containers, as well as classic sorts and searches. In other words, the final and most difficult object-oriented skill taught in the course is that of designing general, reusable components. By the end of the course, the students should have learnt that the default programming strategy is to reuse—but they should have the concepts to start from scratch if need be. Better still, since they should be thoroughly schooled in reuse, if they do code from scratch, they are more likely to think in terms of good abstractions that can be reused. Once they go into the third-year Software Engineering course, they should be in a position to relate principles such as reuse and algorithm analysis to the software life cycle.

At early stages of the course, relatively little detailed coding is required of the students—but availability of a good selection of reusable classes and templates is essential. Toy libraries and frameworks are useful educational tools in such a course—just as a toy machine can be a useful tool for teaching computer architecture, or a toy language can be useful for teaching programming. Common commercial libraries and frameworks (such as PowerPlant and MacApp on the Macintosh, or Microsoft Foundation Classes on Windows) are too large and complex to use to teach principles. If such a library were to be used, much of the course would be taken up in learning the library.

Short-term evaluation of the DAA course shows that the class has responded well to the course, in that their results are comparable with those of the previous year, which introduced C++ in a more conventional fashion, despite more material being covered. Evaluation should ideally take place through work place studies, after students who have been schooled in the abstraction-first approach have attempted to work on a real project, where their ability to practice reuse can be evaluated.

Organization of the paper

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The next section contains a description of the design decisions for the new course, based on the abstraction-first principle. Next comes an outline of the object-oriented data abstraction and algorithms course, with an explanation of how the order of presentation changed between the first version of the course and the abstraction-first version. The following section discusses ways C++ inhibits implementation of an abstraction-first ordering. The paper then discusses how introducing the abstraction-first approach made it possible to cover more ground than with a more conventionally ordered C++-based course, which was presented the year before.

In conclusion, the paper weighs up the new course against the pervious version of the DAA course, proposes future work and outlines a strategy for future authors of object-oriented texts.

2 Abstraction by Design

The fundamental principle which has been used throughout the design of the new DAA course is to expose the students to just as much detail as they need to understand a specific concept, but no more. The idea is that students cannot be expected to see the point of abstraction, if the course itself dumps them into detail indiscriminately. In this sense the course itself is based on the information hiding principle.

This design principle has driven the ordering of chapters, and of sections within chapters.

First, to appreciate abstraction, it's not necessary to know about programming—so real-world examples are used to illustrate abstraction before computers are mentioned at all. One example which is used is that of a farmer who is persuaded to trade his tractor in for the latest, best new model in the show room, which has a very good sound system but isn't very good at pulling a plough. His mistake? He was dazzled by details and forgot what his major purpose for his old tractor was.

Then, to introduce abstraction in programming, the course shows that it's possible to reuse code without knowing anything about how it's implemented. Most members of my class have no prior exposure to C or C++, so keeping them ignorant of implementation is a simple matter. C++ syntax is introduced from the header file inwards to the compilable file. In this way, the students are more familiar at first with interfaces than implementations. Booch diagrams [5] are introduced early, so they learn that object-oriented design is not language-specific—they learn to think of classes and objects before they know enough C++ to be locked into its peculiarities.

When detailed implementation is first introduced, it is introduced in the context of implementing a small, separately compiled part of a partially constructed program, so as to demonstrate the value of abstraction as a tool to shield the programmer from the complexity of a larger program. The larger example is based on a simple application framework, MiniApplication with a fair amount of predefined behaviour. It's possible to use
MiniApplication to build a simple graphics editor with very little additional code.

When the course finally moves to larger examples, the strategies of reuse and hiding other parts of a larger program are maintained as far as possible. When object-oriented design is introduced, part of a design is presented, and it is demonstrated that a small part can be implemented, only knowing the interfaces to the rest of the design. Only when the general idea of abstraction is well established does the course venture into algorithm analysis—and even there, algorithm analysis is interleaved with a section on design for reuse, so the point is not lost: you only code from scratch with reuse in mind.

3 Implementation Detail versus Original Attempt

Educators schooled in the structured programming-derived order of presentation are generally skeptical of the abstraction-first approach when it is explained to them. They ask how non-trivial examples can be presented without explaining major aspects of language syntax, such as loops. The point they make is a good one: students are not taking in by trivialization.

Iterators and generators

A solution is to use class libraries and frameworks that allow non-trivial examples to be developed without much knowledge of syntax. Iteration, for example, can be introduced through iterators and generators—which are packaged as part of a library of container classes, written as templates. The model of iterators used in the DAA course is similar to that of CLU [19]; the same concept essentially is called a generator in Alphard [21]. In the DAA course, the term generator is used for a LISP-like mapping function which applies a given function to each element of a data structure, without having to write a loop.

An iterator produces one value at a time out of a container, and therefore requires a loop to use it in a program. For this reason, a generator is introduced first, which allows a given action to be applied to every element in a container without writing a loop. In this way, it is possible to introduce a range of object-oriented concepts, including instantiation of templates, inheritance and the difference between classes and objects, well before much language syntax is covered. Also, long before students see how a specific container is implemented, they understand that different containers can be used in the same way, if the abstraction is so designed, so the choice of container becomes an efficiency issue which can be deferred as long as possible.

Here is how a generator is implemented. A container class, which is a template parametrized for contents type Contents, implements a generator through a class member function, generate, of the following type:

```
void generate (T_Action <Contents> &actor)
```

The generator uses a reference argument of the template class T_Action, instantiated for the same contents type as the container. Since a reference is in effect a pointer, it's possible to pass an object of a class derived from T_Action <Contents>. For a given contents type, it's possible to define any number of action classes which can be used to create an action object to pass to a generator. For instance, for contents type int, an action class could be defined to add every integer presented to it by the generator; another action class could be defined to print every integer presented to it by a generator.

An action class has three member functions, which define how the generator processes a container's contents:

- **first_time**—executed before any data is accessed (even if no data in the container)
- **completion**—executed after all data is accessed (even if no data in the container)
- **do_each**—executed once for each element of the container, each of which is passed in as an argument

Of these, only do_each has to be defined (in C++ terminology, it's a pure virtual function); the other two functions default to no action.

The generator is a powerful concept, and requires an in-depth understanding of classes to appreciate fully. However, once learnt, students can use the idea on any data structure. Although other class libraries may implement generators differently—or not at all—one fundamental idea is important: it's possible to have an external interface to a container that looks the same across a variety of different containers.

The case for toy libraries

To make all this work requires reasonably well-developed class libraries, which can be used for non-trivial examples. Commercial-quality libraries are generally too large and complex to fit into a course where the focus is not on learning the libraries themselves, so libraries specific to the DAA course have been developed. To keep complexity under control, they are divided into three categories: container class templates, a window-based application framework, and toolboxes for specific purposes (database, graphics, text manipulation and strings). Each toolbox can be used separately for specific examples, or combined for larger examples; by the end of the course, the students have implemented part of an example using all the libraries in one application.

One concept in the new DAA course which is totally new relative to the older courses (first version of DAA and the previous Modula-2 course) is the idea of a software architecture—the high-level design of overall structure and flow of control [14]. The main example used is the Smalltalk Model-View-Controller paradigm. It would have been difficult to illustrate the idea of an application architecture without an application framework as a basis for implementing that part of the architecture.
which does not vary from application to application. Other architectures which are described briefly include client-server architectures, a software bus and compound document architectures (such as OpenDoc).

**Gains over original DAA**

Compared with the previous version of the DAA course, the latest version introduces templates early, whereas the previous version didn’t use them at all, as they were poorly implemented in most compilers in 1994, when the course was being prepared. The previous version did not use libraries; the new one did. Container classes are introduced early in the new version, versus late in the old version. The original version of DAA treated an introduction to software engineering as an extra section at the end of the course, while the new version used software engineering as a basis for explaining the need for algorithm analysis, and invoked principles such as information hiding and planning for testing from an early stage.

On the whole, the later version of DAA covers considerably more ground than the original, which supports the case that the abstraction-first approach aids learning.

Appendix A contains a table of contents of the original DAA, while Appendix B contains that of the latest version. While the original version had some aspects of promoting abstraction from an early stage, there is a clear difference in the latest version, in using the abstraction idea more comprehensively to order topics. The discussion here is intended to convey the essential difference between the two versions of the course; Section 5 contains a comprehensive list of additional material that was covered in the latest course.

**4 C++ Traps and Pitfalls**

C++ presents some problems in presenting concepts in an abstraction-first order.

Examples covered here are memory management, templates (for parametrized types), exceptions and general complexity of the language.

As a language with programmer-managed memory and pointers, C++ presents problems of aliases, dangling pointers, and potential memory leaks. At an earlier stage than is desirable in terms of the abstraction-first ordering, therefore, it necessary is to cover the relatively advanced topics of deep and shallow copy, including use of copy constructors and overloaded the assignment operator.

Deep copy is copying an entire object, including allocation of new memory for copies of dynamic data to which the data structure has pointers. Shallow copy is a bitwise copy, which results in aliases to any data accessed through pointers in the original object.

Templates—used from an early stage—present a number of problems, while exceptions are hard to use consistently without explaining them in full very early.

The remainder of this section presents C++ problems in more detail.

**Example of alias problems**

Aliases can cause many problems for the unwary; here is a simple example to illustrate some of the problems.

Consider the following class, an object-oriented wrapper around a C-style string:

```cpp
class String
{
public:
    String (char new_data []);
    virtual ~String ();
    bool operator== (String &other);
    bool operator< (String &other);
    char *get_chars (); // pointer to actual data
    int get_length ();
private:
    char *data;
    // size is length+1, to allow for final \0'
    int length;
};

An object of class String contains a pointer, which is allocated in the constructor:

```cpp
String::String (char new_data [])
{
    length = strlen (new_data);
    data = new char [length+1];
    strcpy (data, new_data);
}
```

It would seem to be obviously correct—without a deep knowledge of semantics of pointers—that the destructor should deallocate the pointer, as follows:

```cpp
String::~String ()
{
    delete [] data;
}
```

Unfortunately, if a String object is copied, an alias results (since the internal pointer is copied bit for bit, with the default shallow copy). If either copy of the object is deallocated, the destructor deallocates the pointer, leaving a dangling pointer in the other copy. Such copies can occur in obvious places, like assignments—but also in less obvious places, like when a value argument (the default parameter-passing mechanism in C++) is passed. It's possible to work around the problem by defining a copy constructor and overloading the assignment operator for the String class, to ensure that a deep copy occurs, but these relatively advanced concepts have to be introduced relatively early, to avoid pointer hazards.

**Template problems**

Another big problem in practice is that templates can produce a cascade of confusing error messages, which require understanding of the implementation, if they are not instantiated correctly. Part of this is a problem with current compiler technology, but it appears that the semantics of templates cannot be checked fully until they are instantiated. Consequently, the compiler cannot easily distinguish between instantiation errors, and errors which are in the template itself but which can only be picked up at instantiation time.
Exceptions
Exception handling in C++ also presents problems. If exceptions are used, they have to be handled consistently. If they are not, unexpected errors can occur through an exception being propagated, and handled in the wrong place. As a result, a design decision has to be made for the course: do not use exceptions at all (except where they can be hidden within an implementation), or introduce them very early, at risk of having to introduce too much detail too soon. The compromise taken in the course was to explain why they were problematic, and to use them only where they could be completely isolated into the implementation of a library. The alternative of introducing exceptions very early (to enforce consistent usage of them) would mean introducing a difficult implementation concept early in the course. By comparison, the CLU model of exceptions [19] converts any exception propagated out of a single routine to a catch-all failure exception. In a CLU-like model of exceptions, it would be much easier than in C++ to use exceptions as if they were normal run-time errors in the early part of the course, and introduce explicit exception handling at a later stage.

General problems and summary
A final problem is that some of the detailed rules of the language can be confusing to relative beginners. A frequent occurrence is that students wrap sections of code in unnecessary braces (the C++ equivalent of begin-end in Pascal) because they aren’t totally sure of the rules for where new variables may or may not be defined.

On the whole, C++ requires more defensive programming and more care in the choice of the order of presentation of concepts than Pascal or Modula-2. It’s likely that other object-oriented languages would be easier to use to introduce concepts. For example, Smalltalk-80 [15] and Java both avoid pointer problems by hiding memory allocation and using garbage collection. However, for reasons such as access to reasonably priced compilers with good environments¹, and externally imposed requirements for exposure to C++, many educators are likely to be faced with the need to use C++ as a first object-oriented language. If Java grows beyond its flavour of the month status, it may be a viable alternative. Its lack of parametrized types may be seen by some as an obstacle to developing concepts like container classes, but as is often the case with switching to a different language, such obstacles can be overcome by using language features not available in the original language (in this case, interfaces).

5 Evaluation: Abstraction-First versus Initial DAA
Compared with the first attempt at the DAA course, in which the abstraction-first idea was not pursued as strongly, a number of new concepts, some of which had previously been covered in more advanced courses, could be introduced.

The new concepts in the abstraction-first version of the DAA course include:
- templates
- iterators
- generators
- deep and shallow copy (including reference counts)
- exceptions (if mainly from the perspective of problems with the C++ model)
- more challenging algorithms and data structures
- use of an application framework
- software architectures

Despite covering a number of new sophisticated topics in a course of the same duration, students’ results did not differ significantly between the two years. The average result for the first DAA course was 63%; the average final result for the new course was 62%; in both cases, the standard deviation was 12%.

The students’ results in the two C++ courses are in line with other results in our undergraduate courses. However, the group which took the new DAA course performed below the norm in their other courses, so it is unlikely that the fact that they were able to cope with more concepts is attributable to this being an unusually good group of students.

This evaluation supports the claim that the abstraction-first approach is not confusing and difficult for students. A more comprehensive evaluation is needed to make stronger claims, such as that the abstraction-first approach is likely to result improved ability to practice reuse in the workplace.

6 Conclusions
The new DAA course covered a lot of ground, and the abstraction-first ordering made it possible to move a significant number of new advanced concepts to that course, freeing up space in other courses for new concepts. In addition, our graduates have a broader view of Software Engineering than would have been the case had we seen the third-year Software Engineering course as a module on its own, with no linkages to other courses.

Other object-oriented languages may well be better than C++ for introducing concepts. Languages like Smalltalk or Java, for example, which have implicit

¹ For DAA, Metrowerks CodeWarrior on Power Macs is used; since the course was designed, Java appeared and became widely accessible—including free compilers. CodeWarrior has since been ported to other platforms, and now includes Java (as well as Pascal, C and C++).
memory management and garbage collection, would remove many of the pitfalls of C++.

Whichever language is used, the fundamental principles remain the same: concepts should be introduced in an order which introduces and reinforces reuse from the start. Development from scratch should be seen as a more advanced skill, learnt only after reuse and design are understood—to promote design for reuse. The way to develop course materials which support such a strategy is to start from comprehensive (if toy by industrial-strength standards) class libraries. The classes should contain sufficient functionality and application-building tools to allow introduction of a broad range of object-oriented concepts, before too much language syntax needs to be introduced.

To illustrate how these principles translate to textbook design, a table of contents from the latest C++ course is included as Appendix B; for comparison, the previous C++ course's table of contents is included as Appendix A.

How well this strategy will translate to workplace skills will take time to evaluate; the widely acknowledged problem in industry of converting programmers to reuse suggests that a change in educational strategy is important to consider.
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Appendix A: Original C++ Data Abstraction and Algorithms Course

Chapter 1 Introduction
Chapter 2 Abstraction
  2.1 user example
  2.2 programmer example
Chapter 3 Extending an Abstraction
  3.1 classes
  3.2 simple class example
  3.3 bigger class example
Chapter 4 Implementing Abstractions
  4.1 using classes
  4.2 defining classes
  4.3 scope and binding: introduction
  4.4 the life of an object
  4.5 extending an abstraction
  4.6 dynamic dispatch
  4.7 abstraction and efficiency
  4.8 algorithm analysis introduced
  4.9 finding a better algorithm
  4.10 C++ syntax—first look at detail
Chapter 5 Abstract Data Types
  5.1 general concepts and examples
  5.2 more specific examples (stack, array, hash table, tree)
  5.3 more detail of tree
  5.4 C++ implementation: tree and queue
  5.5 C++ yet more C++ detail: member function calls
  5.6 final C++ detail: arrays and function calls
  5.7 data structure checklist
Chapter 6 Container Classes and Algorithm Analysis
  6.1 generalized model
  6.2 multiple inheritance and mixins
  6.3 back to algorithm analysis
  6.3.1 sorts
  6.3.2 other important operations: search
  6.4 implementing a general container
  6.5 extra reading
Chapter 7 Object-Oriented Analysis and Design
  7.1 introduction to object-oriented analysis and design
  7.2 structure of requirements document
  7.3 object-oriented design
  7.4 overall goals of analysis and design

Appendix B: Final C++ Data Abstraction and Algorithms Course

For the latest version of the DAA course, see <http://www.cs.wits.ac.za/~philip/books/daa.html>.

Chapter 1 Introduction
  1.1 Introduction
  1.2 Part 1—Using Abstraction
  1.3 Part 2—Implementing Abstraction
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